Directions:
To Mount on Wall:
. Do NoT remove th€ tape holding

.
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the sttings in place.
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Hold the mounting template in the desircd location against a
wail. Level the bottom edge.
?lace a sharp insbument through the 3 scrcw holes, marking
their positions on the wa1l.
Drill piloi holes. If the waII is sh€etrock or plaster use plastic

.
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Screw the lower part of tlt€ sculpturc to the wall.
Unscrew the Iree knob on the back upper motion wheel.
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knob is loose).
Slide ftont upper motion assembly onto d1e shaft. WiSgle the
pawl on the back piece to allow th€ (ront piece to slide al1 the
way on to the shaJt.
Screw the knob back in place.
Remove the cardboard covers on the wooden balls.
Remove the tape holding the strings in place. DoNOT
remove lhe coloLed tape on rhc drive .pi u:rg.
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The Stringing:

.
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The sculpture is packed with all the strings taped in place
This descdption is used to veriJy that they are still in the
couect locations,
The lelt hand ball string is attached to the front slot of the slot

wheel and hangs freely from there.
The right hand ball string is attached to the rcar slot of the slot
wheel goes up and over the pulley attached to the back
crescent shaped wheel. behind the pulley of dre idler wheel
and then hangs freely.
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slolt6d wheel

If the strings are not in the locations described, put them
there.
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About The Artist:
Mechanics and motion have always Iascl,
nated me. During college I studied phys
ics, engineeing and chemisiry to fuither
my understanding oi how L\ings worked.
i gaduated with a degree jn physics ftom
Boston University in 1974. This inruitive
urderstanding oI motion and mechanics
combined with the aftistic influences of
my wiJe, Maii,led me to the creation of
kinetic sculptures. In 1975 we staited
"Wood That Work" and I became a {uII
time sculptor. Since fien I have designed
and handcrafied over 60 different limited
edition and one of a kind kinetic sculptures. I have €xhibited in numerous ju
ded, invitational and goup events. My
work is djsplayed in galleries and pdvate

collections around dre world. I currently
maintain a studio in rural eastem Con-

